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Professional PHP ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 1999
This book covers middle-tier programming with PHP.

 PHP is a server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language. It is an open source technology, rapidly gaining popularity as a scripting language for people running dynamic websites. One of its major attractions over Perl, JavaScript and other scripting languages is that PHP has a built-in...
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Mastering Apple AperturePackt Publishing, 2013

	Apple Aperture is one of the leading photo editing software packages available in today’s market. It provides you with all the tools to organize, browse, and perfect your images, so you can make every shot your best shot.


	Mastering Apple Aperture aims to teach you the skills and knowledge necessary to become a master of the...
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Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances : How to Fix the Most Annoying Things About Your Favorite Presentation ProgramO'Reilly, 2006
If you're vexed and perplexed by PowerPoint, pick up a copy of Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances. This funny, and often opinionated, guide is chock full of tools and techniques for eliminating all the problems that drive audiences and presenters crazy.
 		

There's nothing...
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Hacking For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Welcome to Hacking For Dummies, 2nd Edition. This book outlines — in plain English — computer hacker tricks and techniques that you can use to assess the security of your own information systems, find security vulnerabilities, and fix the weaknesses before criminal hackers and rogue insiders have an opportunity to take advantage of...
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Usable Usability: Simple Steps for Making Stuff BetterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The A-to-Z guide to spotting and fixing usability problems  Frustrated by pop-ups? Forms that make you start over if you miss a field? Nonsensical error messages? You're not alone! This book helps you simply get it right the first time (or fix what's broken). Boasting a full-color interior packed with design and layout...
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Learn Python the Hard Way: A Very Simple Introduction to the Terrifyingly Beautiful World of Computers and CodeAddison Wesley, 2013

	You Will Learn Python!


	 


	Zed Shaw has perfected the world's best system for learning Python. Follow it and you will succeed-just like the hundreds of thousands of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline,...
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Try Common Sense: Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Right and LeftW W Norton, 2019

	
		Award-winning author Philip K. Howard lays out the blueprint for a new American society.

	
		In this brief and powerful book, Philip K. Howard attacks the failed ideologies of both parties and proposes a radical simplification of government to re-empower Americans in their daily choices. Nothing will make...
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Too Big to Save? How to Fix the U.S. Financial SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Industry luminary Robert Pozen offers his insights on the future of U.S. finance


	The recent credit crisis and the resulting bailout program are unprecedented events in the financial industry. While it's important to understand what got us here, it's even more important to consider how we should get out. While there is...
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Managing the Windows NT RegistryO'Reilly, 1998

	
		The Windows NT Registry is the repository for all hardware, software, and application configuration settings, and Managing the Windows NT Registry is the system administrator's guide to maintaining, monitoring, and updating the Registry database. The book addresses four main areas:

		
			What is the...
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Network Performance Toolkit: Using Open Source Testing ToolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
All of the tools you’ll need to ensure that your network and its applications are performing properly for your environment
As a network administrator, you are the first person customers come to whenever there are performance issues with the network.  You have to keep the customers satisfied, but the complaints don’t make your job...
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Saving the Corporate Board: Why Boards Fail and How to Fix ThemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Ward reveals ten specific failings that are built into our boardroom model and provides real-world fixes to get boards back on track. Ward mixes tart, insightful analogies (what do boards have in common with volunteer fire departments, the U.S. electoral college . . . and Howard Hughes?) with proven nuts-and-bolts advice for putting any board back...
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IBM Rational(R) ClearCase(R), Ant, and CruiseControl: The Java(TM) Developer's Guide to Accelerating and Automating the Build ProcessIBM Press, 2006
Optimize your entire Java build and release process with ClearCase®, Ant, and CruiseControl

Better builds mean better software. Effective, regular build processes accelerate development and improve quality, helping you identify small...
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